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Behind the Scenes of the Biology Teaching Labs
Biology Prep Lab
Back row, left to right:
Rebekah Koon, Andrew
Newton, Katie Pérez, Emily
Gustin, Madelin Eliot,
Natalie Letz.
Front row, left to right:
Sunny Zhang, Becca
Mulat, Christine
Manalansan, Stacey
Anreeza, Misty McLeanSchurbon and Space the
chameleon.
Not pictured: Kennedy
Brooks.
Have you ever heard of a laboratory preparator?
The University of Oregon has three working
for the Department of Biology. Misty McleanSchurbon, Emily Gustin, and Katie Pérez are
laboratory scientists that work alongside
teaching faculty to design, troubleshoot, and
implement biology lab courses offered at the
U of O. They cover all lab classes in biology
from non-majors Intro to Human Physiology
and Ocean Planet, to graduate courses such as
Systematic Botany and Genomics Techniques.
To uncover this fairly unknown aspect of biology
labs, we caught up with Misty, Emily and Katie to
ask them a few questions.

“We push ourselves to get the labs perfected before
we have the students try to replicate our protocols.”
What does a biology laboratory preparator
do? Emily states, “We work with our fellow
biology faculty to design engaging labs to teach
students bio concepts in a 2-3 hour period. We do
a lot of setting up and tearing down labs since we
only have 8 lab rooms to support 15-20 classes,
and around 1000 students a week. We put out
new labs weekly, sometimes twice a week for the
same class. That is a lot of moving parts. We also
have 7-10 student prep assistants that work for

us, so we train them on how to properly work in a
lab. They are a huge asset to us, so we spend a lot
of time with them.”
That is just the tip of the iceberg. Emily,
Misty, and Katie spend hundreds of hours
troubleshooting grand ideas trying to make
them work on a small, teachable scale. They
purchase all of the supplies and equipment
needed for the labs, from chemicals and
glassware to computers and microscopes. They
make all of the solutions and media needed for
the labs in house, and aliquot those solutions
into thousands of flasks, bottles, and tubes
and pour upwards of 30,000 agar plates a year.
They spend hours in the field collecting fresh
plant samples to bring to the labs so students
can learn about our beautiful forests in the
Pacific Northwest. They cross vials upon vials
of fruit flies to teach students about genetics
and microdissection. They take care of live
animals, such as cockroaches, sea urchins,
bullfrogs, planaria, and amphipods that are used
in the labs. They culture bacteria and yeast for
use in experiments involving transformation,
complementation, mutagenesis, and evolution.
They cover a multitude of scientific disciplines.
They do it all.
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When asked what got
her interested in biology,
Misty recalled, “As a kid I
wanted to know how things
worked—what made the
grass green, how dolphins
‘talked’ to each other, where
rainbows came from and
I found those answers in
science. In high school we
dissected a fetal pig and
that solidified my love for
biology. I was blown away
at all of the details and how
the body systems worked
together.” Eventually Misty
went on to study marine
biology, with a focus on
vertebrate zoology, and she
finally got the opportunity
to explore her childhood
question of ‘how do dolphins
talk to each other’.
One consensus from these
three women is they are
constantly learning. And
that’s a part of this job
they love. It is always
interesting, always
changing, and keeps their
brains active. When asked
what was one of the coolest
things she learned on the
job Katie replied, “There
have been so many cool
moments, but digesting
DNA has been the coolest
thing I’ve learned so far.
My background is mainly in
environmental studies and
chemistry, so it was the
first time that I had ever
worked with microliters.
Wrapping my head around
how to work in microliters
was wild. It’s one thing to
understand a concept but
totally different to work
with it. Nano would probably
blow my mind.”
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From the Department Head
Greetings from the Department of Biology at the University of
Oregon! As we begin another year, several new developments
bode well for our students and faculty. First, we have continued
to hire a remarkable number of new and talented young faculty
over the past year, with most of our searches succeeding in spite
of stiff competition from prestigious universities. As a result, six
new faculty have joined us over the past year—you can read more
about them elsewhere in this newsletter. Thus we now have 44
research-oriented tenure track faculty, compared to 34 about
seven years ago, even with several retirements over the past three
years. Indeed, we are undergoing something of a changing of the
guard, with an influx of young and energetic new faculty who are
Bruce Bowerman
providing our students opportunities to participate in cutting edge
Goat Rocks Wilderness, Wash.
life sciences research, and who are using new learner-centered
Photo by Mark Calderon
teaching methods that more effectively engage students in the
classroom. Moreover, we are now developing new quantitatively-oriented courses for our Biology
majors that emphasize computational and statistical methods that are transforming our society.
This new quantitative emphasis dovetails nicely with other initiatives on our campus that provide
students with more exposure to applied science concepts and research that complement our
more traditional strengths in basic science. These new programs will give our students a wider
range of options in designing their college educations and in pursuing a wider range of career
options upon graduation. Furthermore, the just-completed Tykeson Hall student advising center,
in collaboration with our own departmental advising expertise, will help students effectively
navigate these new educational and career opportunities. These exciting new developments at
the University of Oregon promise to enrich our campus and help our Biology majors build strong
foundations for their future lives and careers in a modern and rapidly changing world.
Bruce Bowerman
bowerman@uoregon.edu

Welcome New Team Members
Stilianos Louca Institute of Ecology and Evolution
Stilianos grew up in Cyprus, a small and beautiful island in the
Mediterranean. He spent his early childhood building tree houses and
his teenage years building electronic circuits. He studied physics and
mathematics at the Friedrich-Schiller University (Germany), the Max
Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences (Germany) and the
Université Joseph-Fourier (France). He obtained his Ph.D. in mathematical
biology at the University of British Columbia (Canada) where he also
continued as a postdoctoral fellow for two years. He joined the University
of Oregon as an Assistant Professor of Biology in 2019.
Stilianos considers himself a naturalist by philosophy, a physicist by
methodology and a biologist by heart. He studies the ecology and
evolution of microorganisms using a combination of mathematical modeling, bioinformatics, field
surveys and experiments. He is especially interested in how microorganisms interact with their
environment through their metabolism and, reciprocally, how this interaction affects microbial
diversity at short (ecological) and long (geological) time scales. His work also aims to design more
accurate predictive models for natural and engineered ecosystems, such as the ocean and biofuel
production units.
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Ken-ichi Noma Institute of Molecular Biology
Ken-ichi Noma is interested in how eukaryotic genomes are
organized into 3D structures that participate in various nuclear
processes such as transcriptional regulation, DNA replication and
repair and how disorganization of 3D structures is associated
with human disease, including cancer. To that end, he has applied
genomic/computational, genetic, cell biological, and biochemical
approaches to the fission yeast model, and characterized more
complex mechanisms in human and mouse cells using knowledge and
various tools obtained using the yeast system.
As an undergraduate, he studied electronics and computer engineering,
developing skills that he put to good use even now in the fields of
genomics and biomedicine. A growing interest in the improvement of human life led him to enroll in a
biotechnology program where he engineered a strain of carrot that could grow in high-salt conditions
such as deserts. His work on carrots involved spontaneous mutations generated during cell culture
from which he developed an interest in how genomes accumulate various mutations and, in particular,
the role of mobile genetic elements referred to as transposons.
As a graduate student at the University of Tokyo, he identified novel retrotransposons and
characterized the transposition mechanism in terms of epigenetic regulation. His interest in
epigenetics led him to a postdoctoral fellowship at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, where he
pioneered a technique to map specific epigenetic changes over a large chromosomal region of the
fission yeast genome. In 2003, he was awarded the American Association for the Advancement
of Science’s Newcomb Cleveland Prize for his work on how RNA interference (RNAi) machinery
mediates transcriptional silencing (Best paper in Science Magazine). Subsequently he became a
staff scientist at the National Cancer Institute.
After joining the Wistar Institute as an assistant professor in 2007, he received the 2008 NIH
Director’s New Innovators Award. His work has been supported by the National Institutes of
Health/National Institute of General Medical Sciences and National Institute on Aging. At the
University of Oregon, he is excited to continue his work in the 3D genome field.

Luca Mazzucato Institute of Neuroscience
Dr. Mazzucato is a string theorist by training. He obtained his PhD
in Theoretical Particle Physics at SISSA, Italy, in 2005, and he spent
several years unsuccessfully trying to unravel the mysteries of space
time at Tel Aviv University (2005-2008) and at the Simons Center for
Geometry and Physics (2008-2011). After the models he proposed got
soundly rejected by stubborn protons at the Large Hadron Collider, he
eventually caught the hint nature was sending his way. He began his
neuroscience research in 2012 at the Department of Neurobiology and
Behavior at Stony Brook University, just across the street from the
Simons Center. There, he investigated the mysteries of how the feeling
of taste emerges from the coordinate activity of neurons in sensory
cortex and can be shaped by expectations about food. He mostly used
machine learning and neural networks, but often tested his hypotheses first-hand in the kitchen. He
was a Swartz Fellow in Theoretical Neurobiology (2013-2014) and, since 2014, a NIH-funded Principal
Investigator. Struggling to remember his way around the busy streets of New York, he then studied
models of memory in the hippocampus at the Center for Theoretical Neuroscience at Columbia
University (2017/2018). He then took the Oregon trail and finally landed in Eugene in 2018 to start his
computational neuroscience lab in collaboration with his cat Cookie. Here, he is finally free to pursue
his dreams of cracking the neural code. His goal is to create super intelligent AIs and instruct them
to sit down and solve string theory once and for all. The takeaway is that there is always hope you
will see the light, even if you study black hole physics.
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Being a laboratory
preparator is challenging,
but very rewarding. “A
difficult component of our
job is the time constraints
we have to deal with,”
says Emily. “Labs are often
scheduled in the curriculum
before they have been
completely figured out,
so we are constantly up
against a deadline while
troubleshooting labs. We
push ourselves to get the
labs perfected before we
have the students try to
replicate our protocols. It
gets pretty stressful, but
when you see the students
engaged and hear their
excitement coming out of
the lab room and into the
hallways, you know that’s
what it’s all about, creating
that next generation of
scientists.”
Misty, Emily and Katie
have spent their careers
as lifelong learners and
work hard to make the
biology labs as rewarding as
possible for the students
at U of O. Misty’s advice
for future scientists,
“Don’t ever give up, keep
asking questions. Science
is constantly changing,
we have to keep asking
questions and looking for
answers.”
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Welcome New Team Members Continued
Emily Sylwestrak Institute of Neuroscience
Emily Sylwestrak gravitated
toward biology at an early age. At
times that interest tilted toward
wildlife biology and ecology,
perhaps reinforced by paddling the
lakes of Quetico Provincial Park in
high school or by trekking along
the coastlines of New Zealand as
an undergraduate field researcher.
But alongside the magnificent,
she was also fascinated by the
minute – how small, detailed
biological processes orchestrate life. It was her first recording
of a neuron as an undergraduate researcher at the University of
Illinois that ultimately tipped the scales.
For her doctoral work at the University of California, she studied
how neurons wire up during development and how synaptic
partners recognize each other to make the appropriate
connections. She continued this work as a postdoc in Basel,
Switzerland at F. Hoffmann-La Roche and also contributed to
several projects aimed at developing treatments for autism and
schizophrenia.

As a postdoc at Stanford University, she refined new tools that
render brain tissue transparent in order to visualize how gene
expression varies across the brain and how it contributes to
neuronal identity. She also began applying these insights and
tools to identify which neurons are responsible for generating
particular behaviors.
As she starts her lab at the University of Oregon, she will
focus on how different neuron types contribute to motivated
behaviors: What neuronal circuits drive an animal to seek out
food, water, or social interaction? How do they learn which
actions will yield rewarding experiences and how do they modify
their behavior if conditions change? She is thrilled to join the
research community at the University of Oregon and work
with fellow faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate
researchers to address these critical questions. She is also
eager to explore all that Oregon has to offer.
Although she might have opted for a cell-centric research
program, she still maintains a deep love of the environment and
the outdoors. With that in mind, to kick off this new adventure,
she moved from Stanford to Eugene by bicycle and hopes to
keep exploring Oregon in the years to come, whether by foot,
bicycle, or canoe.

David Garcia Institute of Molecular Biology
Growing up in beautiful Oakland,
CA opened my eyes to the diversity
and splendor of the natural world.
I first fell in love with scienceparticularly biology and physicsin high school. I then attended
college at UCSC, where I developed
passions for RNA research and
cycling the roads and trails of the
Santa Cruz Mountains. Summer
research stints at UC Berkeley and
Harvard Medical School furthered
my excitement for basic research. I spent my last year of
college at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, where my
interests temporarily shifted towards traveling South America,
photography, and forestalling adulthood.

homeostasis. My interest was to understand how prions could
regulate RNA processes.
In my lab at UO we use a combination of RNA molecular biology
and high-throughput yeast genetics to learn how nature uses
prions to affect RNA molecules and gene expression. In the
future, we are keen to translate our discoveries in yeast into
animals. I am thrilled to be here and incredibly grateful for the
opportunity.
Eugene is a perfect fit for my family. I am at times dumbfounded
that I can lead a fun, innovative research program with
gorgeous Oregon in our backyard. When I am not enjoying time
with my family or with my experiments, I am also a drummer,
cyclist and jogger, and sometimes photographer.

I was a graduate student at MIT where I studied the nuts and
bolts of microRNA. I also dabbled in science communication. The
nerdiness of Cambridge and lovely New England autumns were
nice but for my postdoctoral fellowship, I headed back west, to
Stanford. I joined a brand new lab, studying prions and protein
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Dan Grimes Institute of Molecular Biology
Dan Grimes grew up in northern
England in a small market town built
on top of an old Roman fort, and so
he spent much of his youth in the
dirt searching for artifacts. As a
child, he was indoctrinated into the
local football (soccer) culture, but
he did have time to discover his love
of biology thanks to an inspiring
high school teacher.
Dan then journeyed south to study
Biochemistry for his undergraduate degree at the University of
Oxford. His first research experience involved trying to understand
how a protein called Sonic hedgehog (who said Biologists aren’t
good at naming things?) controls brain development in mice. Dan
considers this a formative experience that started him on the road
to his current interests in genetics, developmental biology and
human disease research.

After his undergrad, Dan remained in Oxford to complete his
PhD (or DPhil, as they call it there) in mouse genetics, then he
switched continents and headed to Princeton University for
a postdoc (though he did spend a lot of his time in New York
and Philadelphia). In Princeton, he investigated how the spine
develops and grows and how this goes wrong in diseases.
Now at the University of Oregon, Dan is excited to be part of a
wonderful community of colleagues. He will be using zebrafish
to try to discover some principles behind how tissues and
organs take their shape during development and growth. How
does the spine stay straight? Why is the heart on the left? How do
our two arms grow to be the same size? These questions keep
Dan up at night. English Premier League football (which is on TV
at about 6:30 A.M. or earlier here!) gets him up in the morning.

2019 GOLDWATER AWARD
Emily Niebergall
When I first came to the
University of Oregon, I was
torn between career paths. I
knew that I wanted to serve
people in some way, but was
unsure whether that would
be in a clinical or laboratory
setting. During my freshman
year, I was first exposed to
the laboratory as a fish room
technician in a fish facility
on campus. In this position,
I saw some of the projects
being done in the Cresko Lab
and became interested in trying out research for myself.
A couple months later, I had the opportunity to be put on
a project and begin imaging myeloperoxidase-stained gut
sections from stickleback fish. It was so exciting to be a part
of laboratory research where new discoveries are constantly
being made. This lab experience, compared with an internship
opportunity I received at a medical clinic abroad, made
it clear that the clinical applications of biology are less
attractive to me than the inherent investigative nature of
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research: asking questions and seeking answers in order to
create new knowledge.
Once I was committed to doing research, I was able to work
alongside Dr. Emily Beck, a postdoctoral research fellow, to
develop threespine stickleback fish as a disease model for
Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome and Crohn’s Disease. Currently,
I am conducting an independent thesis project for the Robert
D. Clark Honors College in the lab of Dr. William Cresko. This
project will develop threespine stickleback fish as a disease
model for immunogenetics studies by pinpointing the onset
of adaptive immunity. Thanks to the Goldwater Foundation,
I have been able to present this project at the American
Association of Immunologists’ national immunology meeting,
and I have been able to complete a summer research
experience.
Moving forward, I hope to apply to doctorate programs
in immunology to study tropical diseases. I am extremely
honored to have been selected as a Goldwater scholar, and
this opportunity will allow me to continue pursuing my goals
and research passions.
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GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Paul Reed
I received my bachelor’s in
Biological Sciences in 2015 from
the University at Buffalo, in my
hometown of Buffalo, NY. During
my undergraduate, I studied
HIV, harmful algal blooms, and
bioremediation, but desired
research opportunities in the
great outdoors, focusing on
climate change. Hence, I came to
the University of Oregon, where
I am a PhD candidate in the
Environmental Sciences, Studies,
and Policy program and the
Department of Biology.
At the UO, I joined the Bridgham lab in the Institute of Ecology
and Evolution (IE2) and began working on an experiment studying
climate change in Pacific Northwest prairies. My research sites
span a latitudinal gradient from Southern Oregon through the
Willamette Valley to the Puget Sound region. At these sites, we
are imposing experimental climate manipulations (including
warming by +2.5°C, increasing precipitation, and drought)
to understand how future climatic conditions may impact
plant phenology, species’ range distributions, and community
compositions. I am grateful that this opportunity has allowed
me to spend a large chunk of my time in the field and in many
beautiful places. I am also proud to say that I have developed
some unique and valuable (?) skills in grass identification along
the way. Thus far, I have presented my research at conferences
in Portland, Eugene, Olympia, Cape Town, and New Orleans, the
last of which I was able to attend thanks to the Donald E. Wimber
Fund from the Department of Biology.
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In addition to my research, I have also served as the President
and Vice President of the Graduate Evolutionary Biology
and Ecology Students (GrEBES). GrEBES is a student-led
organization in IE2 that encourages academic and extracurricular
leadership, supports student research and conference travel,
provides outreach and funding to biology undergraduates, and
participates in community service and outreach programs both
within and outside of the UO campus. This has been an incredibly
rewarding experience that has taught me leadership and
organization, budget management, and other bureaucratic skills.

“Grassland ecologist.” I may not have
ever envisioned myself with that
description, but I suppose that’s how I
find myself today.
Outside of campus, I couldn’t be happier to be in the state of
Oregon. Its beauty continues to inspire me daily and I seek out
every opportunity to explore via trail running, hiking, camping,
etc. I am passionate about public lands and conservation;
upon completing my dissertation, I hope to apply scientific
discoveries to the protection and management of lands and
natural resources.
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Bee Friendly Campus
By Debbie Schlenoff
Last year, the University of Oregon became the 46th campus
nationwide to become an official Bee Campus USA affiliate.
This official “bee-friendly” designation helps institutionalize
our campus commitment to sustain pollinators. The UO is well
situated to be an affiliate: In addition to BI 306 Pollination
Biology, over a dozen university courses include pollination
in their syllabi. The UO Urban Farm maintains pollinators and
the UO Student Sustainability Center created a pollinator
outreach leadership position to help organize student support.

Students planting native habitat on campus

species and disease organisms, and to climate change, including
phenological mismatch between bee emergence and flowering
of host plants.
Although much of the media focus is on the more familiar
honeybee, an introduced species, it turns out that there are
approximately 20,000 species of bees worldwide with about
400 native species of bees in Oregon alone. The common names
of these fascinating and diverse species reflect their nesting
habits, appearance, and plant hosts. They include mason bees,
mining bees, carpenter bees, wool carder bees, bumblebees,
metallic sweat bees, long-horned bees, and squash bees. Most
of these bees are solitary; with no hive to protect, they are
much less likely to sting than honey bees. Given the millions of
years of co-evolution between native pollinators and plants, it
is no surprise that native bees are more efficient pollinators
than honey bees. Further, a diversity of native bee species in an
area has been shown to improve pollination rates.
For the last few years, students in Bi 374 Conservation Biology
have helped to restore and plant native habitat on campus and
elsewhere in the community as part of their service learning
project. Student interns and members of the student UO Bee
Friendly Committee have helped to create native habitat, plant
a pollinator garden, provide mason bee housing, and install new
campus bee hives. UO students worked with the City of Eugene
BeeCity USA Committee on planning and implementing a First
Annual Bee Celebration, which included a bike tour of pollinator
friendly spots on campus and a bee census. We encourage
students of all majors to get involved (#uobeefriendly).
Pollinators rely on connectivity, which affords all of us the
chance to make a difference as a community.
What we can do:

Student created UO campus Bee Friendly habitat near Deady Hall
Campus facilities use an Integrated Pest Management Plan and
incorporate native plants when landscaping. This partnership
between students, landscape staff, administration, and faculty
will promote much-needed protections. More than half of our
native bee species are in trouble according to a 2017 scientific
report. The devastating declines can be attributed to loss of
habitat, widespread use of pesticides, the spread of invasive
biology.uoregon.edu



Raise awareness about the importance of native bees and
how we can support them.



Volunteer to help plant and maintain pollinator friendly
habitat both on and off campus.



Create habitat in the garden with diverse & abundant native
flowering plants that bloom in succession throughout the
growing season.



Avoid the use of pesticides and herbicides.



Provide clean water for drinking, nest-building, cooling, and
butterfly puddling.



Provide undisturbed spaces for nesting and overwintering
of wild pollinators. Native bees may nest in sunny bare soil,
small piles of branches, hollow twigs, fallen plant material.
You can also make or purchase bee nesting boxes.
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New UO Provost
Patrick Phillips
Biology professor Patrick C. Phillips is now the provost
and senior vice president of the University of Oregon. He
began his new duties in July. Patrick is no stranger to UO,
having been here for nearly 20 years. He has served in
a variety of roles, including inaugural executive director
of the Phil and Penny Knight Campus for Accelerating
Scientific Impact; director of the Institute of Ecology and
Evolution; head of the Department of Biology; associate
vice president for research; and special advisor to the
president. “My heart remains in the Department of
Biology,” Patrick says. “But I’m also excited about the
chance in my new role to connect with faculty across
campus as we all work together to improve the student
experience at UO.”

